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A multi-lane and automatic interleaver 
system which, apart from being compatible 
with a wide variety of films and products, 
allows to meet large productions. 

This paper dispenser is composed of a set of devices that offer a 
high performance to meet the new demands of production lines.

The equipment receives the product from an input line, where a 
conveyor picks up the product and moves it to the dispensing 
unit. 

In this unit, an equipment dispenses fast and accurately the 
interleaver film under the product and places it on a second 
conveyor that takes it to the output.

Thanks to its features, the paper dispenser can adapt to several 
production needs. This machine works with two, three or more 
different lanes in order to high achieve high productivity levels. 
This model is available with different configurations and multiple 
lanes.
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FEATURES
 � Equipment maximum performance:  

120 units/min (working with a paper length of 100 mm). 

The performance of the equipment will depend on the 

length of the paper and the number of lanes.

 � Dispensed material: absorbent paper, wax paper, 

cellophane, etc.

 � Processed products: hamburgers, filleted meat, minced 

meat, etc.

 � Paper roll size tolerance: inner diameter  

76 mm; maximum outer diameter 250 mm.

TECHNICAL DATA
 � Made in AISI 304 stainless steel.

 � Electrical power supply: 230 V (50/60 Hz).

 � Pneumatic power supply: 6 bar with clean and dry air.

 � It works from 2 rolls of paper or cellophane.

 � Touch screen control panel.

CONFIGURATIONS
 � 2 lanes - Up to 120 mm paper width.

 � 2 lanes - Up to 160 mm paper width.

 � 3 lanes - Up to 120 mm paper width.

 � 4 lanes - Up to 120 mm paper width. 

ACCESSORIES
 � Stacking kit.

 � Ethernet kit.

http://www.veserkal.com/en/4313

THE SOLUTION
 � Simultaneous placement of the paper under the product, 

which can double, triple and even quadruple production.

 � It speeds the process of paper cutting and its placement 

under the product. 

 � Fast change of type of paper, thanks to the easy 

replacement of the interleaver paper roll.

 � Easy removal of the dispenser for cleaning operations. 
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